
THE VIRTUAL RENAISSANCE DINNER 

PARTY…in the morning!   
Calling all Renaissance Party Animals… 
 

You are cordially invited to Socials 8 Renaissance 

Virtual Renaissance Dinner Party….in the morning! 
 

 

Who said you can’t eat cake in the morning?  
 

Checklist to Prepare for The Renaissance Virtual 

Dinner Party….in the morning! 
Can’t make the Dinner Party?  If you cannot make the Virtual Dinner Party please make 

sure you post your showcase on your Blog.  Write a paragraph about your showcase 

and who you would like to continue your Renaissance conversation with and why? 

Share the LINK on Teams. 

 

Step 1:  Coming to the party in Renaissance Style  

o Decorate your work space the night before the meeting (for example:  

have a place setting, artifacts, showcase piece, symbol or costume).  

Remember to take a picture of this since we may not be able to see all 

the fabulous effort you put into it during the online meeting.   

o Upgrade your usual dinnerware with some fancy glasses and plates!  

o What’s a party without food?  Have a light snack or something simple that 

may represent your Renaissance person (example:  gold chocolate coins 

to represent Lorenzo de Medici…or a palette of fruit to represent the 

different colours of paint Leonardo used..be creative) Remember to wash 

your hands! Remember Etiquette. 

o Represent!  Wear your costume or have a symbol.  It can be literal or 

symbolic. Optional but fun! 

o Take a picture of you and your setting before the party (this will be used 

later) 

o Be ready and JOIN the party on the date and time given to you by your 

Teacher.  I will send the invites by email and in our class Team as usual. 

o In Teams we will be seeing each other and using our microphone. I will 

request that you TURN OFF the mic at the beginning.   We will be using the 

chat bar too.  Change your background in Teams (you need to have the 

Teams App). If you only want to use the chat that’s fine too (you can 

upload images in the chat😊) 



o TEAMS has upgraded so we will not use Zoom as previously mentioned.  I 

like the chat feature better with TEAMS! 

Step 2: During the Virtual Dinner Party 

Activity:  History on the Table| Stay in character the entire time if you can. 

You will come up with 2 Truths and 1 lie about your Renaissance Person.  When I call 

your name you will share this and the rest of the group will use the chat to guess!  You 

should have this ready to go.  You may use your symbols or artifacts as well but it MUST 

relate to your Renaissance Person.  Challenge us! We have many doubles at this party 

so try and not repeat the same thing (you may have to think quickly). Example:  Which 

one is the Lie?  

 

 
 

Let’s dive into the wide world of history and see how well you know the facts. But we 

won’t just ask you questions…no we’ll make it tougher than that. We’re going to give 

you two true facts, and then one fact that’s just not quite right. Can you see where 

we’ve tweaked the truth? Only the quickest wits can catch the lies here. 
https://www.magiquiz.com/quiz/can-find-history-truth-two-truths-lie-game/ 

 

Suggestions when planning. 

 

❖ This was an exciting time for………… which of these didn’t actually happen? 

❖ Which of these facts is definitely not a fact 

❖ These three facts relate to….which one is a big lie? 

❖ Which of these facts is a big lie? 

❖ ……..one of these changes is not real. Which one? 

❖ Try not to say your lie last. 

❖ Mix up the order of your statements each time it is your turn. For example, round 

one – truth, lie, truth – round two – lie, truth, truth, etc. 

❖ Try to use statements other players who know you do not understand. Choose 

obscure facts about yourself (Renaissance person) if possible. 

 

Use your showcase and research to have good statements (don’t make it up – it will 

be obvious if you do this).  Also, remember TO THINK not only before you use the 

chat to post but also when you speak!!   

 

https://www.magiquiz.com/quiz/can-find-history-truth-two-truths-lie-game/
https://www.magiquiz.com/quiz/can-find-history-truth-two-truths-lie-game/


There will be MANY of us and only 40 minutes.  We will see everyone but perhaps not 

be able to get through everyone!   

Remember proper etiquette and good digital citizenship rules!  Your teacher is the 

moderator and will be the Monarch watching over you😊 

 

Step 3: Ending the Virtual Dinner Party 

Your teacher will let you know how much time is left as we wrap up the party!  Time for 

a quick Kahoot Trivia? If we have time or I will include it on Teams or my website for the 

after party😊 

  Teacher will end the meeting and request students use the chat… 

• If you were able to continue your dinner conversation which Renaissance Person 

would you pick? Why? 

• Positive comments to share(costumes, artifacts, showcase, etiquette etc..) open 

for 20 minutes after the party. 

 

Picture Perfect (For your Teacher to Complete) 

o Picture of the dinner party with all my guests!  

o Good news, minimal cleanup for your teacher! 

o Teacher will send out virtual thank you cards to give 

you a hint for the next step!  Next week of course.  We 

are too tired after this. 

Step 4: Blogfolio Reflections from a Virtual Dinner 

Party 

This assignment will be sent out next week (week of June 1) with guiding questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

RENAISSANCE UNIT Rubric 
This unit contains assessments prior to Spring Break and After (Remote Learning) 

Curricular 

Competencies 

Emerging Developing Proficient Extending Break Through 

Learning 

      

Use Social 

Studies inquiry 

processes and 

skills to ask 

questions; gather, 

interpret, and 

analyze ideas; and 

communicate 

findings and 

decisions 

 

 

 

 

Is thinking about: 

using an inquiry 

approach to ask 

questions, collect 

and make sense of 

information, be able 

to communicate 

new information to 

others.  

 

Is practicing: using 

an inquiry approach 

to ask questions, 

collect and make 

sense of 

information, be able 

to communicate 

new information to 

others.  

 

Does a good job of: 

using an inquiry 

approach to ask 

questions, collect and 

make sense of 

information, be able 

to communicate new 

information to others 

in a creative way. 

 

Exceeds at: using an 

inquiry approach to ask 

questions, collect and make 

sense of information, be 

able to communicate new 

information to others in a 

creative and engaging way. 

 

 

Assess the 

significance of 

people, places, 

events, or 

developments at 

particular times 

and places 

(significance)  

 

 

 

 

Is thinking about: 

the impact / 

influence of people, 

places, events or 

developments the 

European 

Renaissance.   

Is practicing: 

understanding the 

impact / influence 

of people, places, 

events or 

developments the 

European 

Renaissance.   

Does a good job of: 

understanding the 

impact / influence of 

people, places, events 

or developments the 

European 

Renaissance.   

Exceeds at: understanding 

the impact / influence of 

people, places, events or 

developments the European 

Renaissance.   

 

Characterize 

different time 

periods in history, 

including periods 

of progress and 

decline, and 

identify key 

turning points that 

mark periods of 

change 

(Continuity and 

Change) 

 

Is thinking about: 

being able to 

identify positive 

and negative crucial 

moments and 

innovations during 

the Renaissance 

period that changed 

history.  

Is practicing: being 

able to identify 

positive and 

negative crucial 

moments and 

innovations during 

the Renaissance 

period that changed 

history. 

Does a good job of: 

being able to identify 

positive and negative 

crucial moments and 

innovations during 

the Renaissance 

period that changed 

history. 

Exceeds at: being able to 

identify positive and 

negative crucial moments 

and innovations during the 

Renaissance period that 

changed history. 

 

Explain different 

perspectives on 

past or present 

people, places, 

issues, or events, 

and compare the 

values, 

worldviews, and 

beliefs of human 

Is thinking about: 

identifying how 

today’s world 

differs from that of 

the Renaissance 

period. Consider: 

values, culture, and 

beliefs.    

Is practicing: 

identifying how 

today’s world 

differs from that of 

the Renaissance 

period. Consider: 

values, culture, and 

beliefs.    

Does a good job of: 

identifying how 

today’s world differs 

from that of the 

Renaissance period. 

Consider: values, 

culture, and beliefs.    

Exceeds at: identifying how 

today’s world differs from 

that of the Renaissance 

period. Consider: values, 

culture, and beliefs.    

 



cultures and 

societies in 

different times 

and places 

(perspective) 

 

 


